
Gentleman's 
Selects



Finding the perfect gift for that perfect person isn’t 
always easy. In fact, it’s quite the opposite. This gift 
needs to encapsulate them; it needs to be stylish, 
elegant and, of course, beautiful. Thankfully, that's 
our speciality. Our gentleman's selects showcase 
our top picks for her, the perfect gift for the woman 
who nearly has it all, she’s just missing the perfect 
roses. As well as this, our gentleman's selects are all 
available for nationwide shipping, so you can tell 
her she’s the most important no matter where she is.



Gentleman's Selects

Infinite Statement Rose
As its namesake suggests, the statement rose is precisely that, a beautiful statement. 
It’s the words you couldn’t quite find and the gift that speaks them. Make an everlasting 
statement with the Infinite Statement Rose.

The Infinite Statement Rose is a long-stemmed Infinite Rose in our signature OnlyRoses 
box, exquisitely packaged and available in a range of colours from soft and subtle, to 
vibrant and intense.

PRICE:

Infinite Statement Rose $70

Available in all the inspiring colours of our Infinite Roses range.

Prices do not include tax and shipping cost.

Available for Nationwide
Delivery



Gentleman's Selects

Infinite Rose Heart
The Infinite Rose Heart is the ultimate token of love and appreciation, made with the 
World’s finest Infinite Roses. It defines romance with both its longevity and beauty, an 
eternal gesture that is every bit stylish as it is breathtaking.

Available in two sizes (Medium and Large), Infinite Roses and four colours (Red, 
White, Blue and Pink). However, all our Infinite Rose colours are available by request 
(Including Mix) by telephone or by email.

Make the ultimate gesture with the Infinite Rose Heart, after all, it’s the gentlemanly 
thing to do. 

PRICE:

Infinite Rose Heart Medium $550

Infinite Rose Heart Large $950

Available in all the inspiring colours of our Infinite Roses range.

Prices do not include tax and shipping cost.

Available for Nationwide
Delivery



Gentleman's Selects

Infinite Rose Plaza
A gentleman always arrives in style, and with Infinite Rose Plaza in hand that will never 
be an issue. Presented in a gorgeous hat style presentation box Infinite Rose Plaza oozes 
sophistication, elegance and of course beauty. 

Available in two sizes, Medium and Large. It’s also available in all of our Infinite Rose 
colours, so you can find the perfect shade they’ll love. Finally, their lightweight and 
elegant presentation make them ideal for travelling with.

So, say it in style. Say it with Infinite Rose Plaza.

PRICE:

Infinite Rose Plaza Medium $250

Infinite Rose Plaza Large $495

Available in all the inspiring colours of our Infinite Roses range.

Prices do not include tax and shipping cost.

Available for Nationwide
Delivery



Gentleman's Selects

Infinite Rose Waldorf
Named after the famous Waldorf Astoria Hotel, is inspired by luxury fashion houses and 
the must-have accessories we can’t go anywhere without we can say, with confidence 
that Infinite Rose Waldorf is a gift she’ll love.

Infinite Rose Waldorf is both stylish and elegant! With sealable lid and satin handle, they 
not only look beautiful but travel perfectly.

Available in two sizes, Medium and Large. This arrangement is also available in all our 
Infinite Rose colours.

Infinite Rose Waldorf is more than a gift, it’s a luxury like no other. It’s fashionable; it’s 
elegant and, it’s perfect for her.

PRICE:

Infinite Rose Waldorf Medium $375

Infinite Rose Waldorf Large $485

Available in all the inspiring colours of our Infinite Roses range.

Prices do not include tax and shipping cost.

Available for Nationwide
Delivery



About OnlyRoses
Elevating the humble rose from a flower – to a luxury gift

OnlyRoses is the first global luxury brand, specialised in the World’s finest fresh roses, and best known  
for their real roses that last a year without water.

Founded in London in 2007, OnlyRoses are the originators of the long-lasting roses as a luxury gift. With 
currently 9 international stores, the brand recently opened their first store in the United States, in Beverly Hills, 
in September 2017.

Deliveries are available throughout all cities with a store presence, including nationwide delivery throughout the 
US, Europe and the Middle East. Orders can be placed online, by phone, or at one of their luxury boutiques.

OnlyRoses continues to redefine the art of elegance and innovation. Their unique collection of luxurious gifts 
– made with the finest fresh roses, and long-lasting, preserved roses – is the ultimate gesture of appreciation. 
The Infinite Rose is a gift to be treasured all year long and will create a lasting impression.

OnlyRoses’ clients are luxury fashion brands and royal families, and the brand is the cult favourite of countless 
celebrities from London to Dubai, and since Sept 2017 also in LA.



9631 Brighton Way 

Beverly Hills 

CA 90210 

Tel: +1 424 278 1111

www.only-roses.com


